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Personal Branding Statement  
 
Also known as an “elevator speech,” a branding statement provides a concise description of your unique 
qualities.  The statement is useful when networking, creating your résumé or leading off an interview (as 
the first sentence of the “Tell me about yourself” response.) Examples: 
 
“I’m a creative problem solver with a passion for building legal service programs to serve people in need.   While 
serving as an Equal Justice Works AmeriCorps Legal Fellow, I recruited and managed 100 lawyers and law 
students to serve 2,000 clients who would not have been served otherwise. In addition to my caseload, I started a 
successful bankruptcy clinic that serves 40 clients each month. 
“I’ve built my career on bringing out the best in people and in organizations.  During my Equal Justice Works 
AmeriCorps Fellowship, I’ve grown my organization’s capacity to provide legal services by expanding our clinics, 
increasing our volunteer base and improving our intake system, while representing 20 clients.  As a result, Legal 
Assistance Agency served an additional 500 clients this year.” 
 
Write and practice your statement.  A personal statement should focus on a critical benefit to an 
employer, and should showcase a unique and compelling feature that only you can deliver. Use precise 
and quantifiable data where you can.  To create your personal branding statement, consider using either 
of the following methods: 
 
Method 1: Answer the following questions: 
 

• What makes you different? 
• What qualities or characteristics make you distinctive? 
• What quantifiable goals have you accomplished? 
• What is your most noteworthy personal trait? 
• What benefits (problems solved) do you offer? 
 

Method 2: Create a qualifications statement: 
 
Experience:  

• Number of years that you have spent in your field 
• Job titles that have been relevant to your role or the job that you want 
• The core competencies required in your field and your experience doing them 

 
Skills 

• Specific job functions in past positions, areas of the law in which you have experience , advance 
training that you have received, additional certifications that you have 

 
Proof of your ability to deliver: 

• What accomplishments do you have? 
• Verifiable facts such as clients served, volunteers managed, types of law practiced 
• Quantitative and qualitative descriptions that show both growth and innovation in your current 

position 
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Communicating the Value of Your AmeriCorps Fellowship 
 
Most law schools and many employers do not provide new attorneys with many opportunities to manage 
and lead.  The skill set AmeriCorps Legal Fellows develop gives you an advantage over other job 
applicants, particularly in the nonprofit legal services field.  In networking, interviewing and in cover 
letters and resumes, be sure to highlight these advantages.   
 
The bottom line is that you have to state clearly what sets you apart is your: 

• demonstrated commitment to community change and ending the justice gap; 
• ability to bring out the best in others, from judges, executives and deans to colleagues, volunteers 

and clients; and  
• Proven project management skills. 

 
The basic service description for an AmeriCorps Legal Fellow is an inventory of skills that employers 
seek in new employees.  Tailor this language (and add detail) as needed for your job search and on your 
resume. 
   
 
AmeriCorps Legal Fellow Service Skills (for use on your resume) 
Committed to Filling Justice Gap: 

• Works with leaders and community members to increase access to legal services for people in 
need, and to create a more just world. 

 
Client Representation: 

• Maintains a significant amount of contact with clients,  
• Provides direct service in the following areas of law. Responsibilities include: 

Community-based Legal Work: 
• Organizes community outreach and conducts  clinics that provide a more holistic approach to 

getting people out of poverty 
 
Program Management: 

• Manages existing pro bono opportunities for lawyers and law students, 
• Ensures that the client’s needs are met by matching volunteers with appropriate opportunities, 

organizations and lawyers  
 
Training, Support and Supervision: 

• Trains lawyers and law student volunteers in the following areas: 
• Supervise and support volunteers to ensure they have a positive and effective experience.   

 
New Program Development: 

• Develops new pro bono opportunities to address unmet needs in community.  
• By building partnerships and processes to serve more people, my work has expanded the 

capacity of host organization to offer more services to clients. 
• When necessary, creates systems, policies and procedures to improve work flow. 

 
Quality Control: 

• Leads project planning efforts for the initiative that ensures that volunteers are consistently and 
effectively engaged, clients have their legal needs met and impact is achieved, measured and 
recorded. 

Develop Law-Related Publications and Presentations: 
• Manages development of pro se materials, “Know Your Rights” presentations, research projects, 

remote volunteer opportunities and other items necessary to provide information and services to 
clients. 
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Recruits and Manages Attorneys: 
• Works with attorneys and firms to manage cases and match volunteers with appropriate 

opportunities.   
 
Outreach and Community Building: 

• Develops partnerships with organizations throughout the community to enhance the reputation of 
the legal agency field and to expand and improve services.  

• Builds and bolsters collaborations with organizations to strengthen host site’s reputation and 
services in the community. 

Public Relations: 
• Collaborates with legal aid staff, volunteer lawyers, government leaders, court personnel, judges, 

and bar leaders in an effort to raise awareness and visibility of pro bono work while expanding 
opportunities for law student participation. 

Represents AmeriCorps and Equal Justice Works: 
• Through Equal Justice Works, you are one of a select group of lawyers across the country 

working to achieve a more just society.  
• As an AmeriCorps member, you are committing a year or two of your life to meeting critical 

community needs. 
 
 
Other questions to consider are when creating your resume: 
 
Question Suggested language for your resume 
Did you bring new ideas to your AmeriCorps projects? Introduced XXX program to the organization 

that resulted in XXX 
Did you expand the number of volunteers? Recruited XX volunteers which was XX % 

increase 
Were any of your ideas replicated in other agencies? Envisioned and planned XXX that has 

subsequently been used by at least XXX 
organizations. 

 Did you create organizational relationship/linkages 
beyond the ones that already existed? 

Launched a partnership with XXX. Together, we 
partnered on XXX project to provide services to 
XXX clients. 

 
Resume: 
 
Resumes are an opportunity to “re image who you are.”  It’s also an opportunity to show your value, 
significance and dedication to public interest law.  Think strategically about what you put in your resume.  
Do not fill it with only your job responsibilities. Instead, review the ad for the position you are considering 
and pick out key words from that ad to use in your resume.   
 
Keywords describe your title and knowledge, skill set.  To find keywords to put into your resume, look in 
the following places: 

• The formal job description of your current position; 
• Classified advertisements from the newspaper for jobs  in which you are interested; and   
• The “About Us” section of the website or press releases of the organization in which you are 

applying.   
 
Once you have used a keyword, strengthen that word by providing an accomplishment that relates to 
that keyword.  
 
Sample of AmeriCorps Legal Fellow Resumes 
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Sample 1 
 
THREE RIVERS LEGAL SERVICES, Jacksonville, Florida 
EQUAL JUSTICE WORKS AMERICORPS LEGAL FELLOW 
• Provided Civil Legal Services including Labor, Employment, Housing, Probate, Family, and Consumer Credit 

Issues.  
• Counseled clients living at or below federal poverty guidelines for self-representation in Civil legal matters. 
• Managed client caseload average of twenty-five to thirty per week. 
• Negotiated controversies with adverse parties on behalf of clients. 
• Drafted correspondence to Legal and Financial Agencies on behalf of clients. 
• Recruited, supervised and trained law student volunteers to develop pro bono   

 
Sample 2 
 
EQUAL JUSTICE WORKS AMERICORPS LEGAL FELLOW 
MISSISSIPPI CENTER FOR JUSTICE 
Jackson, Mississippi 
June 2006 – November 2007 

• Manage Hurricane Katrina legal aid and pro bono referrals which includes training pro bono attorneys in 
disaster subject areas 

• Assist housing nonprofits on the Mississippi Gulf Coast 
• Create intake and evaluation 
• Oversaw the Pro Bono Project’s pilot year at the University of the Pacific, McGeorge School of Law. 
• Composed and edited handbooks, surveys and documents for students and supervisors. 
• Organized relationships and brainstormed volunteer opportunities with legal aid programs, courts and 

government agencies. 
• Implemented the use of a website as a database of pro bono opportunities; created and edited website 

material; reviewed weekly reports and created solutions to report findings. 
• Presented at 2007 Stakeholders’ Conference, 2006 Trina Grillo Public Interest and Social Justice Law 

Retreat; participated in 2006 Equal Justice Conference and 2005 Equal Justice Works Leadership 
Development Training.  

• Supervised student representative at McGeorge School of Law. 
• Supervised students’ involvement at Legal Advice and Referral Clinic, Fair Housing Tester trainings. 
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Cover Letter: 
 
How do I describe myself in my cover letter? 
 
When describing yourself in both your resume and your cover letter, consider the employer’s 
perspective.  They are thinking, “If I hire this attorney, what is my return on investment.  More specifically, 
a legal aid organization is going to think “How can you help my office improve its service delivery, expand 
or enhance the services that we offer, and help us strengthen our relationships with our clients and other 
community partners in addition to practicing law?” 
 
When constructing your cover letter, consider including the following parts: 
 
Introduction  This is a “carrot” for the reader try to put in information that is relevant and interesting about 

you as a professional 
Body Back up all of the information that you put in your resume while also showing that you 

understand the employers needs and how you can fulfill those needs. 
Closing A confident ending that suggests in the follow-up action such as a meeting, a lunch or coffee. 

 
 
Sample Cover Letter  
 
Jim Doe 18 Tanglewood Road, Whoville, MD  21228 USA 

jimdoe@comcast.net  410.222.2222 
 
 
October 13, 2007 
 
Equal Justice Works 
Attn:AmeriCorps Search Committee 
2120 L Street, NW  Suite 450 
Washington, DC 20037 
 
Dear AmeriCorps Search Committee Members: 
 
I have devoted my twelve-year career to anti-poverty and community building efforts. I directed an AmeriCorps 
Program for four years, during which my members represented clients in rent court and prevented over 500 
evictions.  Working with the Corporation for National and Community Service, I developed the “Blueprint for 
AmeriCorps Program Operations,” which is used nationwide to enhance management systems.   My passion is 
bringing out the best in organizations and communicating a vision of change to develop new leaders, which I have 
accomplished in nonprofit and government settings. Here is how my skills meet your needs: 

Equal Justice Works 
Requirements 
 

My Experience  

Experience in AmeriCorps 
program development and 
grants management 
 
 

In my twelve years of managing, monitoring and evaluating national service 
programs and nonprofits, I have raised and managed over $ 2.5 million, hired and 
supervised over 150 national service participants, managed 25 project sites and 
trained 2500 nonprofit staff.  

Expertise bringing out the 
best in AmeriCorps 
members and project sites 
 

Since 1997, I have trained national service staff around the country on 
leadership, cultural competence, program management and community capacity 
building.  As Director of Training and Technical Assistance for the Maryland 
Governor’s Office on Service and Volunteerism, I monitored 20 AmeriCorps 
grantees and 13 volunteer centers to ensure their systems, budgets, objectives 
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and results were of the highest quality.  
Demonstrated 
commitment to public 
interest work and building 
community collaborations 

As an AmeriCorps Director, I led a program that helped 2000 homeless people 
find permanent housing in four years.  Previously I built the collaboration of 
residents, non-profits and local government to state the New Horizons Academy 
Camp, which served 1000 disadvantaged and homeless children over the past 
seven years.  I teach Masters level Government-Nonprofit Relations at the 
College of Notre Dame.   

  
 
The opportunity to serve others has transformed my own life, and I share Equal Justice Works’ commitment to 
mobilizing people to create a just society. I am confident my skills and entrepreneurial leadership style are a 
good fit for Equal Justice Works, and I am extremely enthusiastic about this opportunity.  I will contact your 
office next week to discuss your availability to chat.   Thank you.  
 
Sincerely, 
Jim Doe 
 
 
Interviewing  
 
Prepare and practice responses to interview questions prior to an interview.  Interviewers want 
candidates to give concrete examples to demonstrate their skills and experience.  Use the CAR model 
described below. 
 

• Describe a Challenge you faced in your work experience.   
• Explain the Action you took or organized to address the challenge. 
• Mention the Result, or how the workplace, community or situation was improved as a result. 

 
Prior to an interview, develop 10 CAR responses.  Another option is to write a list of your proudest 
professional accomplishments.  Next, focus on the behaviors and skills that are required for the 
position you seek.  Think in terms of examples that will highlight your top selling points. Some 
considerations: 
 

• Half your examples should be totally positive, such as accomplishments or meeting goals. 
• The other half should be situations that started out negatively but either ended positively or  as 

situations in which you made the best of the outcome. 
• Vary your examples; don't take them all from one area of your life. 
• Use fairly recent examples.  

 
Practice interview questions prior to an interview—here are some common questions to consider: 
 

• Tell me about yourself. 
 

• Why did you leave your last job? 
 

• What are your long range and short 
range goals and objectives? 

 
• What do you see yourself doing five 

years from now? Ten years from now? 
 

• What do you really want to do in life? 
 

• Why did you choose this career? 

 
• How well do you work with people? Do 

you prefer working alone or in teams? 
 

• How would you evaluate your ability to 
deal with conflict? 

 
• Have you ever had difficulty with a 

supervisor? How did you resolve the 
conflict? 

 
• What do you consider to be your 

greatest strengths and weaknesses? 
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• Describe the best job you've ever had. 
 

• Describe the best supervisor you've 
ever had. 

 
• What would your last boss say about 

your work performance? 
 

• What qualifications do you have that 
make you successful in this career? 

 
• What qualities should a successful 

manager possess? 
 

• What are the attributes of a good 
lawyer/leader? 

 
• Describe the workload in your current 

(or most recent) job. 
 

• What two or three accomplishments 
have given you the most satisfaction? 
Why? 

 
• What's one of the hardest decisions 

you've ever had to make? 
 
 

• What two or three things are most 
important to you in your job? 

 
• What major problem have you 

encountered and how did you deal with 
it? 

 
• What have you learned from your 

mistakes? 
 

• What have you accomplished that 
shows your initiative and willingness to 
work? 

 
• Describe a situation in which you were 

able to use persuasion to successfully 
convince someone to see things your 
way. 

 
• Describe a time when you were faced 

with a stressful situation that 
demonstrated your coping skills. 

 
• Give me a specific example of a time 

when you used good judgment and logic 
in solving a problem. 

 
• Give me an example of a time when you 

set a goal and were able to meet or 
achieve it. 

 
• Tell me about a time when you had to 

use your presentation skills to influence 
someone's opinion. 

 
• Give me a specific example of a time 

when you had to conform to a policy 
with which you did not agree. 

• Please discuss an important written 
document you were required to 
complete. 

 
• Tell me about a time when you had to go 

above and beyond the call of duty in 
order to get a job done. 

 
• Tell me about a time when you had too 

many things to do and you were 
required to prioritize your tasks. 

 
• Give me an example of a time when you 

had to make a split second decision. 
 

• What is your typical way of dealing with 
conflict? Give me an example. 

 
 
 
 
 

• Tell me about a time you were able to 
successfully deal with another person 
even when that individual may not have 
personally liked you (or vice versa). 

 
• Tell me about a difficult decision you've 

made in the last year. 
 

• Give me an example of a time when 
something you tried to accomplish and 
failed. 

• Give me an example of when you 
showed initiative and took the lead. 

 
• Tell me about a recent situation in which 

you had to deal with a very upset 
customer or co-worker. 

 
• Give me an example of a time when you 

motivated others. 
 

• Tell me about a time when you 
delegated a project effectively. 
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• Give me an example of a time when you 

used your fact-finding skills to solve a 
problem. 

 
• Tell me about a time when you missed 

an obvious solution to a problem. 
 

• Describe a time when you anticipated 
potential problems and developed 
preventive measures. 

 
• Tell me about a time when you were 

forced to make an unpopular decision. 
 

• Please tell me about a time you had to 
fire a friend. 

 
• Describe a time when you set your 

sights too high (or too low). 

 
 
Other Things You Should Know 
 
75% of prospective employers perform web searches on candidates.  This can be a positive thing.  
They can find your blog or Facebook page or they can also find out letters that you have written or 
profiles of the work that you have done.  Boost your “Googlability”—make sure that there are items on 
the web about your service. 
 

• Have you submitted your profile to Equal Justice Works? Is it up to date? 
• Are you listed on your service site’s website and electronic newsletters? 
• Do you ever write any letters to the editor or journal articles?  

o AmeriCorps Legal Fellow Tim Riveria sent his law journal his reflections on his 
AmeriCorps Fellowship and his article appears in his Google search.   

• Be known for your expertise. Offer yourself as an expert to the media. Contact local or regional 
newspaper, magazine, and online editors to let them know you'd be willing to be quoted on the 
topic(s) of your expertise.  

• Volunteer to serve on standing committees of your State Bar Association, or the boards of 
sister legal service agencies.  

 
There are some things that employers or hiring directors consider as “no-no's”.  Try to avoid the 
following throughout the job search process.  
 

Content • Leaving out dates 
• Overstatement of responsibility 
• Too much detail around job descriptions 
• Baseless description of personal strengths 
 

Accomplishments • No accomplishments listed, only job duties 
• Statement of accomplishment with no reference of when and where they 

were made 
• Pumped up accomplishments that make it look as if the candidate has 

qualifications that he/she does not possess 
 

Grammar, 
Technical 

• Typos 
• Misspellings 
• Fluff wording 
• Poor grammar 
• Incomplete sentences 
 

Organization • Too long 
• Two pages from beginners 
• Poorly organized  
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• Covering up gaps in employment or lack of degree 
 
 
Try to keep your job descriptions to around 5 lines.  Try to group common ideas together and then 
group those ideas under subheadings. 
 
 

Appendix A 
 

 
New Leaders Principles 
 
At Equal Justice Works, we believe that leadership can be taught and learned.  These principles are 
the basis for all of the trainings and presentations we do for our Equal Justice Works Fellows:.   
 
An Equal Justice Works New Leader is:  

1.  A Problem Solver 
• Identifies creative solutions to complex problems 
• Sees opportunities in challenges. 

2. A Culturally Competent Individual 
• Recognizes that discrimination based on race, class, gender, sexual orientation and 

disability feeds many social ills.  
• Brings these issues to the forefront and promotes them as a part of the solution.   

3. A Communicator 
• Adjusts their messages depending on the audience that needs to be reached. 
• Are effective story-tellers  

4. A Relationship Builder 
• Understands and values numerous and spontaneous opportunities to form lasting 

relationships and alliances with  
o professional colleagues,  
o new acquaintances and 
o other organizational leaders.  

• Understands and utilizes networking as a tool to building professional relationships 
5. A Visionary 

• Articulates a clear vision and inspires others to embrace it. 
• Outlines the strategic steps necessary to execute that vision. 

6. A Manager and Team Member 
• Possesses skills in the areas of  

o project management,  
budgeting,  
o planning,  
o evaluations and  
o staff development. 

• Values teamwork and views themselves as team members. 
7. A Mentor 

• Willingness to be mentored and will be a mentor to a generation of new leaders at all 
levels within their organization.  

8. A Risk Taker 
• Gathers generous amounts of knowledge and input to make informed decisions. 
• Is able to acknowledge and admit mistakes. 
• Moves forward even in adversity. 
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9. A Life-Long learner and Educator 
• Looks for opportunities to improve their legal advocacy as well other professional skills. 
• Shares their knowledge and experience with different audiences. 

10. A Self-aware Individual 
• Aware of strengths and/or weaknesses. 
• Aware of their impact on others. 
 

Appendix B 
 
Words of Wisdom from former AmeriCorps Legal Fellows 

 
Recently we asked AmeriCorps alumni to give you advice that will help you in the next steps of your 
career.  We asked that they share wisdom they wished that they had known during their service, and 
how they have described their AmeriCorps experience.  Here are their answers: 
 
 
Martha Delaney 
Volunteer Lawyers Network 
 
On what she learned: 
 

• Regarding setting boundaries: Sometimes I have felt really unhappy and discouraged that I’m 
not able to help everyone. I hear about how people are being taken advantage of and it drives 
me crazy. Three months ago, a co-worker said to me, “You’ve got to let that go. You are not 
the one hurting them.” While this may seem pretty simple, it shifted my perspective enough 
that I no longer feel burdened by the clients I don’t have the time to help.  

• Probably the most important contribution you can bring to the world is a kind and peaceful 
heart. (This can also be the most challenging contribution.) The specifics of the work you do is 
less important, I think, than how you do the work you do.  

• The Four Agreements: 1) Be impeccable with your word; 2)  take anything personally; 3) Don’t 
make assumptions; 4) Always do your best.  (I’d add – you can accomplish anything if you 
don’t care who gets the credit.)  

 
 
Rocky Cabagnot 
Revitalize Our Communities Project 
LSNF/TRLS Partnership 
 
On what he learned: 
 

• Always ask, ‘how can I serve my clients better?’  Ultimately, we are serving are clients and that 
entails numerous responsibilities.  So ask a superior or more experienced attorney if you aren’t 
sure of what you are doing or how to develop your client’s best interests.  Attend trainings and 
try to learn as much as you can in your practice area.  Everything that you do in your practice 
should ultimately end with a client centered focus because you are there to serve them. 

 
 
How he describes his service experience 
 

• First, I joke about how I made more money as a summer associate at a huge corporate law 
firm than I did as a first year AmeriCorps Legal Fellow.  But I also follow up with I would not 
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trade my experience as an AmeriCorps Legal Fellow for all the money in the world.  This 
Fellowship as an AmeriCorps attorney literally changed my life. I have been in public interest 
law since this first job as a Fellow and I don’t plan on leaving public interest work.   

 
 
 
  
  
Warren Chu 
Office of Riverside County Counsel 
 
On what he learned: 
 

• Cultivate relationships with as many people as possible during your service to create as many 
opportunities as possible after your term is done for job opportunities. 

 
 

Sara Sommarstrom 
Volunteer Lawyers Network 
 
On what she learned: 

• Enthusiasm and energy are contagious. 
 
How she would describes her service experience: 
 

• I tell people that being part of the Equal Justice Works AmeriCorps Legal Fellows program 
allowed me to get a running start on my legal career.  The chance to participate in both 
program-building and direct service has allowed me opportunities both in the full-time practice 
of law and the nonprofit program development work I’ve chosen to pursue.  It opened doors for 
me that no other first job could have—one short year after completing my two years of service 
I am the chair of a state bar committee (Pro Se Implementation Committee), have been 
promoted to program director of my organization, and feel completely entwined in the local 
legal community. 

 
 
Hilary Funk 
The Montgomery Advertiser 
 
On what she learned:  
 

• Related to that, I've learned that when it comes to career/ jobs, no decision is THE 
DECISION.  Law student and young lawyers seem to think that if they choose a firm or public 
interest, that they're stuck.  In my mid-size city, that's decidedly not the case.  Everyone is 
moving around the legal community (private, judicial and non-profit) and even in this mid-size 
city that some would say lags behind the times, eyebrows rarely rise when people move 
between different kinds of practices.  You must sell yourself, and sound very decisive, so just 
know what you're doing.  If you utter "I don't know..." during an interview, you're a dolt.  Own 
that interview.   

 
• I've also learned that as much as it's who you know, it's also when you know them.  Timing is 

crucial.  Go to everything (cocktail parties, certain restaurants, CLEs, that annoying work party, 
whatever), make sure they know you're there, but for the love of God don't look or act 
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desperate.  They see you.  You don't have to keep running your mouth to know you're alive.  
Listen.  Hear.  Pounce on opportunity and have three different elevator speeches ready.  
Deliver them casually.  Like negotiating in a car dealership, you have to be willing to walk 
away.  Look ahead, don't regret, and stay visible.  This decision isn't THE DECISION, either.  
Calm down.  There are plenty of lives out there for you to live. 

 
• More practical advice:  the best answer I have come up with to the dreaded "what do you see 

yourself doing in five years?" query is pretty effective.  I say "not looking for a job.  I want to be 
settled and becoming proficient."  The interviewer will always start talking about themselves 
after that, and the more they talk the better. 

 
How she describes her service experience: 
 

• In public interest law, I think some of the learning is a crap-shoot.  Mentoring is so very 
important to young lawyers in the idealistic (I almost said "rarefied" then realized that was very 
Ivory Tower of me, when I'm more... Teak Pergola) world of legal services.  If you lack 
sufficient support, you will either burn out or burn the place down.  If your non-profit is run like 
a union shop, and you're not the lowest common denominator, you will go batshit crazy.  Oh, 
and "cool projects" never, ever involve "raising awareness."  They usually involve one guy who 
is creative and tireless, with connections in the legislature.  Third-graders can raise 
awareness.  Grown ups should fight fights.  

 
 
Steve Grumm 
National Association for Law Placement 
 
On what he learned: 
 

• In my short public interest career I have worked with five organizations – three legal services 
offices and two other nonprofits – in three states, on both sides of the country.  I have learned 
that the world is a much smaller place than I thought it was.  I am continually amazed at the 
number of folks I meet in the larger public interest community who are seemingly in different 
circles - but who know each other.  Aside from being the right thing to do, going out of your 
way to help your colleagues and clients engenders goodwill that pays dividends in your 
professional development.  Your reputation is often built in your absence, when word spreads 
among others about the work you are doing.  In fact, my professional connections have been 
critical for me in getting interviews and landing my two post-law school jobs.  It wasn’t about 
schmoozing and just getting a job based on whom I know.  It was about an old mentor or 
supervisor having a friendly relationship with a prospective employer – a relationship that I was 
completely unaware of - and thus being able to offer a strong, and quite meaningful, 
recommendation.    By the way, your affiliation with Equal Justice Works - and the 
opportunities it affords you - are tremendous assets.  And I’m not just writing this because it’s 
for an Equal Justice Works event.  Take full advantage of the training and relationship-building 
opportunities it offers you. 

 
How he describes his service experience: 
 

• My Equal Justice Works AmeriCorps Fellowship was extraordinarily valuable, and a 
tremendous way to begin my legal career.  There are two reasons for this. 

 
§ First, I loved being able to take ownership of my project – a community economic 

development initiative in Philadelphia.  The AmeriCorps Fellowships offer rare 
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opportunities for us to build something from the ground up, or to grow something for which 
the foundation has already been laid.  But in either case, being able to serve our clients 
and feel a personal investment in our project is wonderful.  It helps us to remain focused 
on our clients and our goals.  And the support network we have through these programs 
allows us to recharge when we feel beaten down, as we all do from time to time. 

 
§ Second, I did not fully realize until my AmeriCorps Fellowship expired how fortunate I was 

to participate in national trainings, to attend the Equal Justice Conference, and to be 
involved in numerous other Equal Justice Works events during my Fellowship period.  I 
built lasting professional and personal relationships that I continue to treasure. 


